Abstract: From September 1999 through April 2004, Shishaldin Volcano, Aleutian Islands, Alaska, exhibited a continuous and extremely high level of background seismicity. This activity consisted of many hundreds to thousands of long-period (LP; 1-2 Hz) earthquakes per day, recorded by a 6-station monitoring network around Shishaldin. The LP events originate beneath the summit at shallow depths (0-3 km). Volcano tectonic events and tremor have rarely been observed in the summit region. Such a high rate of LP events with no eruption suggests that a steady state process has been occurring ever since Shishaldin last erupted in April-May 1999. Following the eruption, the only other signs of volcanic unrest have been occasional weak thermal anomalies and an omnipresent puffing volcanic plume. The LP waveforms are nearly identical for time spans of days to months, but vary over longer time scales. The observations imply that the spatially close source processes are repeating, stable and non-destructive. Event sizes vary, but the rate of occurrence remains roughly constant. The events range from magnitude 0.1 to 1.8, with most events having
magnitudes <1.0. The observations suggest that the conduit system is open and capable of releasing a large amount of energy, approximately equivalent to at least one magnitude 2.0 to 2.7 earthquake per day. The rate of observed puffs (1 per minute) in the steam plume is similar to the typical seismic rates, suggesting that the LP events are directly related to degassing processes. However, the source mechanism, capable of producing one LP event about every 0.5 to 5 minutes, is still poorly understood. Shishaldin's seismicity is unusual in its sustained high rate of LP events without accompanying eruptive activity. Every indication is that the high rate of seismicity will continue without reflecting a hazardous state. Sealing of the conduit and/or change in gas flux, however, would be expected to change Shishaldin's behavior.
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ABSTRACT

From September 1999 through April 2004, Shishaldin Volcano, Aleutian Islands, Alaska, exhibited a continuous and extremely high level of background seismicity. This activity consisted of many hundreds to thousands of long-period (LP; 1-2 Hz) earthquakes per day, recorded by a 6-station monitoring network around Shishaldin. The LP events originate beneath the summit at shallow depths (0-3 km). Volcano tectonic events and tremor have rarely been observed in the summit region. Such a high rate of LP events with no eruption suggests that a steady state process has been occurring ever since Shishaldin last erupted in April-May 1999. Following the eruption, the only other signs of volcanic unrest have been occasional weak thermal anomalies and an omnipresent puffing volcanic plume. The LP waveforms are nearly identical for time spans of days to months, but vary over longer time scales. The observations imply that the spatially close source processes are repeating, stable and non-destructive. Event sizes vary, but the rate of occurrence remains roughly constant. The events range from magnitude 0.1 to 1.8, with most events having magnitudes <1.0. The observations suggest that the conduit system is open and capable of releasing a large amount of energy, approximately equivalent to at least one magnitude 2.0 to 2.7 earthquake per day. The rate of observed puffs (1 per minute) in the steam plume is similar to the typical seismic rates, suggesting that the LP events are directly related to degassing processes. However, the source mechanism, capable of producing one LP event about every 0.5 to 5 minutes, is still poorly understood. Shishaldin’s seismicity is unusual in its sustained high rate of LP events without accompanying eruptive activity. Every indication is that the high rate of
INTRODUCTION

In September 1999, a few months after it last erupted (Nye et al., 2002), Shishaldin Volcano, Aleutian Arc, Alaska, started to exhibit a long-lasting continuous and extremely high level of background seismicity. This consists of many hundreds to approximately two thousand long-period (LP) earthquakes per day (Figure 1) originating beneath the summit at shallow depths. The unusually high and continuous earthquake rate is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than that observed at any of the other 26 volcanoes monitored by the Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO) (Dixon et al., 2003). A high rate of LP seismicity has often been associated with pre-eruptive behavior at many other volcanoes, including Mount Redoubt (Chouet et al., 1994), Galeras Volcano (Gil Cruz and Chouet, 1997), El Chichon (Havskov et al., 1983), Mount Pinatubo (Harlow et al., 1997). Shishaldin, however, shows no other signs of volcanic unrest except for an omnipresent volcanic plume and occasional weak hotspots in thermal satellite imagery when viewing conditions are optimal. Shishaldin’s seismic activity is almost exclusively composed of discrete LP events; volcano tectonic events are rare in the summit region. Another relevant feature of the seismic activity at Shishaldin is the extreme similarity between some of the events over long time scales of up to several months. At the beginning of
May 2004, the seismicity radically changed to tremor and the extended earthquake swarm ended. The high rate of LP events over a 4.6-year time period, together with the lack of eruptive behavior makes Shishaldin unusual among volcanoes anywhere in the world.

In this paper, we present an overview of the seismicity at Shishaldin with a focus on LP earthquakes. We chose to end the time period of this study right before the 4.6-year “swarm” ended and the nature of seismicity changed. Our purposes are to describe the Shishaldin’s events in detail and to document and quantify the main aspects of the events. Shishaldin’s unusual behavior makes it difficult to forecast eruptive activity and evaluate volcanic hazards. While other volcanoes monitored by AVO would be likely categorized into an elevated eruption alert level if they had such high rates, Shishaldin’s seismicity is considered to be at background level. The observations made at Shishaldin permit us to place constraints on allowable source models, but the 6-station monitoring network is not adequate to fully model source characteristics. We emphasize instead the unusual nature of Shishaldin’s seismicity.

**GEOLOGIC SETTING**

Shishaldin Volcano is one of 5 volcanoes located on Unimak Island, the easternmost of the Aleutian Islands, Alaska (Figure 2). The 2857 m high stratovolcano with pronounced conical symmetry is primarily composed of basalt and basaltic andesite. The cone is about 16 km in diameter at its base, and snowfields and small glaciers cover two-thirds of it year-round. At almost all times, a volcanic plume is emitted from the ~60 m wide vent that is embedded in a small (about 100 m diameter) summit crater (Figure 3). The relative contribution of meteoric and magmatic gas is unknown, but blue haze and sulfur smell indicates that magmatic gases, such as SO$_2$, are at least partly involved in the plume
activity. Field observations have shown that the plume emanates the summit crater in the form of discrete puffs (Figure 3).

With 29 eruptions reported since 1775 (Miller et al., 1998; Nye et al., 2002), Shishaldin is one of the most active volcanoes in the Aleutian Islands. The eruptions have mostly been of Strombolian type, creating small ash and steam plumes, but 11 subplinian eruptions in the Holocene have also been identified based on the study of tephra deposits (Beget et al., 1998). Shishaldin last erupted in April-May 1999, exhibiting both Strombolian and subplinian behavior with a plume that reached heights up to 16km (Nye et al., 2002) and produced 43 million cubic meters of tephra (Stelling et al., 2002).

LIMITED VISUAL AND SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

Visual observations of Shishaldin’s volcanic activity are limited by its remote setting. Shishaldin is located 1098 km southwest of the AVO office in Anchorage, Alaska, making field observations conducted by AVO relatively rare. Shishaldin is not visible from the nearest population center False Pass, located ~60 km to the east. Although the summit is visible from Cold Bay, a community located ~92 km to the ENE. Occasionally local pilots provide AVO with reports about the ongoing plume activity. Visual observations are further limited by the poor weather conditions, typical for the Aleutian Islands. Therefore, AVO relies heavily on telemetered data, in particular seismic and satellite data, for monitoring the volcano.

Between September 2000 and April 2004, the only thermal anomalies observed in satellite imagery occurred on two days in January 2004 and on one day in April 2004 (J. Dean, written communication, 2004). This rare observation may or may not be due to the geometry of Shishaldin’s crater. The steep slopes of the crater (Figure 3) shield part of
the volcano from satellites; hence the satellite has to be more or less directly above the 
volcano in order to detect heat sources within the deeper parts of the conduit system. 
Dense meteorological clouds and the volcanic plume also frequently limit the satellite 
imagery.

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) imaging corresponding to the 
1999 eruption shows no significant deformation at Shishaldin (Lu et al., 2003). This 
might be due to the steep, snow and ice covered summit area, which does not maintain 
coherence. A deformation source at shallow depth right beneath the summit would 
produce more localized deformation on the upper flanks of the volcano and therefore 
would be undetectable (Mann, 2002). Other possible scenarios are that any inflation was 
balanced by successive deflation or simply that no significant deformation took place (Lu 
et al., 2003). Data from October 2000 to July 2001 show a ~3 cm shallow inflation 
slightly northwest of Shishaldin’s cone (Mann, 2002). However, Mann, (2002) further 
notes that subtle signals such as the one fringe of inflation seen in the Shishaldin 
interferogram may be due to atmospheric effects rather than deformation of the volcano. 
Available images were not sufficient to verify the inflation.

The remote setting of Shishaldin volcano allows no definitive information on 
fluctuations in the strength of the omnipresent summit plume and its possible correlation 
with the intensity of the seismic activity.
SEISMIC NETWORK

In summer 1997, AVO installed a network of six short-period seismic stations around Shishaldin at distances of 5.3 to 19 km from the vent (Figure 2). Five of the stations are vertical, short-period L-4C instruments with 1 Hz natural frequency. Station SSLS is a three-component L-22 instrument with a natural frequency of 2 Hz. In July 2003, station SSLN was supplemented with a Chapparel Model 2 microphone. The pressure sensor has a flat response from 0.1 to 200 Hz. The data from all instruments are telemetered to AVO in Fairbanks, where they are displayed as helicorder records on drum recorders and also digitized at a sampling rate of 100 samples/sec using a 12-bit digitizer.

The quality of station ISNN suffers from a poor telemetry link, which makes it unreliable especially in the winter months. Stations BRPK and ISTK are located too far from Shishaldin's vent to exhibit reasonable signal-to-noise ratios for small signals; hence they rarely show clear arrivals for LP events. Station SSLN retains the best signal-to-noise ratio when weather conditions are poor, although, until July 2003 the data clipped at low amplitude. The clipping, caused by a dysfunction in the recording system, modified the information on frequency content and restricted magnitude estimates. However, on quiet days with relatively high signal-to-noise ratios 5 P-wave first arrival time picks are available for locating larger LP earthquakes; 4 picks are more common. Because LP events commonly lack clear S-waves, P-wave arrivals are the only phases available for the vast majority of events. Even though there are some limitations of the network, the seismic data recorded at Shishaldin provide a high number of clear signals, which can be selected for additional analyses.

CLASSIFICATION OF EVENT TYPES
The vast majority of Shishaldin's earthquake types can be classified by using schemes similar to the one developed by Chouet et al. (1994) and Lahr et al. (1994). This classification is based on more general ideas about the physical processes associated with the seismic source. The literature presents a much greater variety of distinct source mechanisms for each event type. However, the earthquake types most commonly observed in volcanic regions include volcanic tremor, volcano-tectonic events, long-period events and hybrids. Event types observed at Shishaldin are described below.

Volcano-tectonic (VT) events are high-frequency earthquakes representing the brittle failure of rocks due to stress changes in volcanic regions. VT events represent a purely elastic source and show characteristics similar to common double-couple tectonic earthquakes located in non-volcanic regimes. They have clear P- and S phases with peak frequencies above 5 Hz and a variety of first motions (Lahr et al., 1994). VT earthquakes occur within or near the volcanic edifice and may or may not be associated with magmatic activity. In March 1999, a shallow (about 1 km below the surface) $M_L$ 5.2 strike-slip earthquake occurred 16 km to the west of Shishaldin (Figure 2), followed by a several months long aftershock sequence (Moran et al., 2002). Since then the few VT events detected, are almost exclusively restricted to the area 10-15 km west of the summit. Another VT cluster is located southeast of the adjacent volcano Isanotski near Cape Lazaref (Figure 2). An exception to this steady-state behavior was a small swarm of VT events at shallow depths beneath the summit region on 6-7 February 2000.

Long-period events (LP) produce discrete low-frequency seismic signals and are commonly associated with gas and liquid phases within the volcanic conduit (Lahr et al., 1994). They are characterized by emergent onsets due to a gradual increase of fluid- or
gas-driven oscillation (Lahr et al., 1994). The waveforms are monochromatic with extended codas lasting several tens of seconds. Because the seismic energy is generated and trapped in the fluid within the volcanic edifice before leaking into and propagating through surrounding country rock, LP events lack distinct S-waves. At Shishaldin, the vast majority of earthquakes are discrete low-frequency signals with a fairly narrow frequency band between 0.8 to 4 Hz and dominant spectral amplitudes between 1-2 Hz. These LP events occur at intervals of about 0.5-5 minutes. The timing between consecutive puffs in the omnipresent summit plume has been measured with precision over a time period of 20 minutes. It ranges between 15 and 100 seconds. The LP events recorded during the observation time occur at a similar rate. These short time intervals make it impossible to assign a puff to a specific seismic signal without ambiguity, mainly because the delay between the formation of a puff and its arrival at the crater rim is likely to vary from event to event. A puff produced by a LP event located deep within the conduit is likely to have a larger delay time than puffs induced by a shallower earthquake. Also a weak seismic event may not produce a plume strong enough to be seen as discrete puff. However, the similarity between time intervals of observed puffs and LP events suggests, together with the ubiquity of the summit plume, that the seismic events at Shishaldin are related to degassing processes. Figure 4a shows a typical LP event for Shishaldin.

Explosion events are discrete low-frequency earthquakes with an airwave phase. The airwaves are acoustic waves, propagating through the atmosphere at about 331 m/s and couple back into the ground near the seismometer. The deeper the explosion events occur in the conduit, the larger is the seismic arrival compared to the airwave phase (e.g.
Mori et al., 1989). During 1999 and 2000 (time periods are indicated in Figure 5), high-frequency signals identified as ground-coupled airwaves were occasionally observed at Shishaldin (McNutt et al., 2000). McNutt et al., (2000) further document that these explosion events were partly accompanied by weak thermal anomalies. Figure 4c shows an explosion event recorded at Shishaldin.

Hybrid events typically have an impulsive higher frequency onset followed by a low-frequency coda with the same frequency content as LP events (Neuberg et al., 1998). They commonly exhibit a variety of first motions characteristic for VT events (Lahr et al., 1994). (Neuberg et al., 1998) suggest that hybrid events are created by the interaction between an elastic medium and fluid driven pressure fluctuations. At Shishaldin, events with a hybrid appearance, termed coupled events, dominated the March-November 2002 activity (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, in press). They consist of a short-period (4-7 Hz) phase, followed by a long-period (1-2 Hz) signal of larger amplitude. The waveform of the long-period portion is similar to the LP events described earlier. This similarity suggests that LP events and the LP phase of coupled events share common source processes and have nearby origins. The two portions of the coupled events are both highly repetitive, indicating a stable, non-destructive source process for each part (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, in press). Unlike traditional hybrid events, the time separation between the two parts of the signal is highly variable, from 3 to 15 seconds, a behavior that has been related to temporal changes in gas content (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, in press). Figure 4b shows an example of a coupled event.

Volcanic tremor is identified by its continuous signal with a low-frequency spectral content of 0.8-8 Hz, typically peaked at 2-3 Hz (McNutt, 1992). Models for
volcanic tremor include the response of fluid-filled conduits to sustained pressure fluctuations (Chouet, 1996; Neuberg et al., 2000) and degassing processes of magma (Chouet, 1985; Ripepe, 1996; Ripepe et al., 2001). Fehler (1983), Havskov et al. (1983) and Malone (1983) consider volcanic tremor to be composed of a sustained sequence of LP events, i.e. tremor and LP events are both generated by similar fluid dynamical processes but with different excitation mechanisms (Almendros et al., 2001). Ripepe and Gordeev (1999) present a model where tremor is generated by the continuous bursting of small gas bubbles. Julian (1994) proposes that tremor oscillations are excited by a nonlinear interaction of a single-phased fluid with the irregular conduit it is flowing through. Extensive volcanic tremor was observed at Shishaldin in relation with the 1999 eruption, and was discussed by (Thompson et al., 2002). The only other time volcanic tremor was observed at Shishaldin was in May 2002 when several tremor bursts lasting 3-5 minutes accompanied a deep long-period event at Shishaldin.

Deep long-period (DLP) events occur at about 10-50 km depth and are characterized by emergent onsets, extended codas and strong spectral peaks between 2 and 4 Hz (Power et al., 2002). DLP events have been associated with magma movement, are often highly clustered in time and accompanied by volcanic tremor (Power et al., 2002). Since AVO started monitoring Shishaldin, about 13 DLP events, spread out over much of the eastern half of the island, have been located, 5 of which may have been precursors to the 1999 eruption (Power et al., 2002). In May 2002, the most recent DLP appeared as a $M_L$ 1.8 earthquake at a depth of 47 km with an epicenter some 7 km east of Shishaldin's summit (Dixon et al., 2003). Volcanic tremor and approximately 150 larger LP events located within the summit region were recorded the same day.
OVERVIEW OF SHISHALDIN SEISMICITY

AVO uses several methods for monitoring the level of seismicity at Shishaldin. However, the only counting method that provides a continuous quantitative overview of the seismicity throughout the time period since the eruption is referred to as *pseudohelicorder counts*. In this paper we use pseudohelicorder counts, or simply *counts*, to present the number of events per day with the maximum amplitude exceeding a certain threshold (≥ 6 mm peak-to-peak) on digitally filtered helicorder records. The 0.8-5 Hz bandpass filter reduces the influence of seismic noise by removing low frequency surf noise and high frequency wind and rainfall noise. The counts are performed on data recorded by an L-22 seismometer. Since this type of instrument is not optimal for recording low frequencies, the number of Shishaldin events that will meet the counting criteria has already been reduced. The vast majority of the events recorded at Shishaldin have very small amplitudes, thus a large number of events fall below the counting criteria. Figure 5 presents the systematic overview of Shishaldin seismicity provided by pseudohelicorder counts.

During the first year of network operation, from 1997 to 1998, Shishaldin was seismically relatively quiet, except for a few brief swarms of small LP events and a few deep long-period (DLP) events (Power et al., 2002). In early 1999, the counts got more complex (Figure 5): tremor episodes preceding and accompanying the eruption in April-May 1999 and an M<sub>L</sub>5.2 strike-slip earthquake on March 4 and its aftershock sequence dominated the seismic data through May 1999. After the eruption, seismicity was low through early September. Then it increased again in September 1999, comprised
exclusively of LP and explosion events. Since that time, the background seismicity has remained high but variable. An episode of very high counts with up to 176 counted events per day occurred in February 2000. A small swarm of VT events beneath the summit was observed for two days at the beginning of this episode. Since July 2001 the average number in counts per day has increased resulting in a mean value greater by a factor of 3. Four episodes of very high counts have been observed since then. During these episodes, 6 to 10 months apart, the counts remained very high for several weeks reaching up to 247 counted events per day. Overall, since 1999, Shishaldin seismic activity has had a rate that is almost 3 orders of magnitude higher than that seen at other volcanoes monitored by AVO. Pseudohelicorder counts for Akutan Volcano, one of the most active volcanoes in the Aleutian arc, for example, show about one event per week. The counts for Shishaldin vary between 1 (occasionally 0, but only for up to a couple of days at a time) and 247 events per day. It must be noted that these values reflect only the larger events; there are always several hundreds to about 1500 smaller events every day that do not meet the selection criteria.

ESTIMATION OF MAGNITUDES AND ENERGY
In order to relate the seismicity observed at Shishaldin to other volcanic regions, earthquake counts have to be further quantified. The first step is to determine the magnitudes of counted events. We can then estimate the amount of energy released per day.

The determination of magnitudes for LP events is not easy because the location of most of these events is not always possible. The source mechanisms for earthquakes
generated by fluid processes are still poorly understood, hence the local magnitude scale, 
$M_L$, developed for tectonic earthquakes by Richter (1935), may not be appropriate to
determine the size and energy of shallow LP events. Nevertheless, the magnitudes of 
Shishaldin’s located LP events are local Richter magnitudes computed by 
HYPOELLIPSE (Lahr, 1999) using a measure of peak amplitude at the dominant 
frequency. These magnitudes vary between 0.4 and 1.8. Assuming that the unlocated LP 
events also originate in the summit region we can provide estimates of the magnitudes of 
these events. The similarity in waveforms between located and unlocated events supports 
this assumption. The located events provide a reasonable reference for scaling 
pseudohelicorder and helicorder records. The vast majority of LP events have magnitudes 
$<1.0$. The amplitude threshold value for the pseudohelicorder counts is equivalent to 
$M=1.1$, hence a significant number of events are not included in the counts.

The energy, $E$, of the seismic source can be estimated using an empirical formula 
for local earthquakes, 
\[ \log E = 9.9 + 1.9M_L - 0.024M_L^2 \]  
(Gutenberg and Richter, 1956), 
where $M_L$ is the local magnitude. The number of events per day and their magnitude is 
needed to calculate the total amount of energy released per day. In order to extrapolate 
pseudohelicorder counts to the overall number of earthquakes per day, detailed counts 
have been accomplished for a few days with very low wind noise. Detailed counts are 
performed on helicorder records, including all events with a signal-to-noise ratio of $\geq 2$. 
The amplitudes are measured by hand; hence this method is very time consuming and has 
only been done for a few selected days. The smallest events included in the detailed 
counts have an estimated magnitude of $M_L=0.03$. The total number of events per day 
counted for the 7 selected days varies from 349 to 1469 (Figure 6). The counted events
had magnitudes as large as $M_L=1.2$. The seismic energy released per day, calculated from the detailed counts, ranges from $2.05 \times 10^{12}$ to $7.22 \times 10^{13}$ ergs, which is equivalent to one $M_L=2.0$ to 2.7 earthquake. The relation between the number of larger ($M \geq 1.1$) events and smaller ($M < 1.1$) events is not consistent. The ratio of small-to-larger events varies by a factor between 3 and 185; hence we are unable to extrapolate total daily energy release from the pseudohelicorder counts. The observed variation in the relative abundance of small events compared to larger ones itself needs further investigation and shall be addressed in future studies.

**REPEATING LP EVENTS AT SHISHALDIN**

Visual inspection of seismic records exposed repetitive LP events with extremely similar waveforms. We use a technique based on waveform cross-correlation (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, in press) to identify and extract repeating events. In this method a *reference event*, a section of an event with a good signal-to-noise ratio, is cross-correlated with segments of the continuous data. The reference event is 8 seconds long, which is an appropriate duration of the strong part of the signal (Figure 4). The time at which two signals show the maximum cross-correlation value defines the beginning of a data segment. The spectral-coherence between the reference event and each data segment is calculated and averaged over a frequency band between 0.5 to 4 Hz. Events with a mean coherence exceeding a threshold of 0.9 are extracted and aligned in time series. We chose to use the coherence as a measure of how well two signals correlate rather than using correlation coefficients because the monochromatic nature of LP waveforms often causes misalignment by an integral number of wavelengths. Figure 7 shows events exceeding a
minimum spectral coherence of 0.9, which were extracted as repeating events, i.e. events with highly similar waveforms. The waveform similarity is also seen at other stations; hence the similarity is due to source rather than path or site effects. In order to produce similar waveforms at a seismic station the source locations of the individual events can only vary within \( \sim 500 \text{ m} \) (\( 1/4 \) of the approximated dominant wavelength; e.g. Geller and Mueller (1980)). The source process has to be stable and non-destructive in order to act repeatedly. The repeating events generally occur in swarms dominating Shishaldin’s seismic activity for several days up to several months at a time.

**LOCATIONS**

Determining the locations of LP events using traditional arrival time methods is usually difficult or impossible because of their emergent onsets and the lack of clear S-waves. At Shishaldin, the large distance (5.3-19 km) between the source region and the local seismic network, and the small size of the events, results in a low signal-to-noise ratio for the majority of events. Because it is already difficult to locate LP events due to their emergent onsets, small amplitudes make it even more difficult to identify or define the P-wave arrivals precisely. Furthermore, the noise levels on network stations due to wind and telemetry problems sometimes leave only a few readings available for earthquake location. Therefore, at Shishaldin only a small percentage (< 10 %) of the events that triggered the *Earthworm* data acquisition system are locatable. The velocity structure around Shishaldin is poorly constrained. The velocity model used by AVO was originally constructed for Pavlof volcano (McNutt and Jacob, 1986), located 160 km to the ENE of Shishaldin. Shishaldin's seismic stations span a \( \sim 400 \text{ m} \) difference in elevation. This,
together with the lack of S-waves and the difficulties of picking P-wave arrivals with accuracy, combine to produce a severely limited depth resolution. Although precise hypocentral locations are not available for the LP events, preliminary locations obtained by using HYPOELLIPSE (Lahr, 1999) indicate that they are located beneath the summit at shallow (0-3 km) depths (Figure 8) (Dixon et al., 2003). The hypocentral error (horizontal and vertical error) is around 2 km. These shallow locations are supported by acoustic data recorded by the pressure sensor (AVO unpublished data). Nearly every seismic event is accompanied by an infrasonic signal; which suggests that the source is located within the conduit system at very shallow depths.

In order to improve signal-to-noise ratios and thus to allow more precise arrival time picks, repeating events were aligned by cross-correlation and stacked at each station. The stacked events were located using HYPOELLIPSE. The location places a cluster of repeating events (recorded on 3 January 2002) about 1 km west of the summit at shallow depth (2 ± 1.1 km below summit). This is a good depth resolution, considering the lack of S-waves. A second cluster of repeating events (recorded on 21 November 2003) is located directly beneath the summit. The depth for this cluster is poorly resolved. The epicentral locations for the two clusters are shown in Figure 8. The locations of these two clusters confirm that the bulk of LP events most likely originate beneath Shishaldin’s summit area at shallow depths (< 3 km).

For events with associated airwaves, depth can be further constrained by using the difference in arrival time between the P-wave and airwave. For station SSLW (9.81 km horizontal and 2.24 km vertical distance from summit), the arrival time difference is 26.06 ± 0.14 sec (Figure 9). The arrival time difference ($\Delta t$) for station SSLN (6.29 km
horizontal and 2.08 km vertical distance from summit) is 17.18 ± 0.20 sec. We assume the simplest model where the airwave from the summit to the seismic station and the seismic wave are assumed to travel the same distance (Hagerty et al., 2000). This assumption is reasonable for cases in which the station-summit distance is much greater than the depth \( z \) (Hagerty et al., 2000). The depth \( z = c \left( \Delta t - \left[ \frac{1}{c} - \frac{1}{v} \right] s \right) \) of the source can be estimated by using reasonable values for the acoustic velocity \( c \) and the seismic velocity \( v \). Assuming an acoustic velocity of \( c = 0.331 \text{ km/s} \) (speed of sound through air at 0°C) and a seismic velocity of \( v = 3.05 \text{ km/s} \) (P-wave velocity for upper 3 km of Pavlof volcano (McNutt and Jacob, 1986)) for an explosion event recorded in April 2004, the source would be spuriously located outside the volcano. A value of \( v = 2.0 \text{ km/s} \) results in a depth of 160 m and 230 m for SSLN and SSLW respectively. The values used for \( v \) and \( c \) seem reasonable, but are based on the moveout of arrival times using only two stations. However, the calculations show that the source is likely located at very shallow depth.

**CONSTRAINTS ON ALLOWABLE SOURCE MODELS**

There are two general trends for models explaining the generation of LP events related to the presence of gas within fluid bodies; one is based on bubble coalescence and the other on conduit oscillation induced directly by fluid transfer. The sudden coalescence of gas bubbles, accumulating below a structural barrier, into a single gas bubble has been studied in laboratory experiments (Jaupart and Vergniolle, 1988; 1989) and has been used to explain the source of low-frequency events at Stromboli volcano (Ripepe and Gordeev, 1999). The other trend of models is based on pressure fluctuations promoting crack or
conduit oscillation induced by fluid transfer through a magmatic or hydrothermal conduit system (e.g. Chouet et al., 1994; Chouet, 1996). A similar fluid dynamic process is used to explain seismic tremor but with a different excitation mechanism producing a sustained signal rather than the discrete signal observed for LP events (Chouet, 1996). Hellweg (2000) considers turbulent flow conditions as the generator for conduit oscillation. Hellweg (2000) describes how eddies are able to develop on the downstream side of an object and that they produce density variations that propagate through the conduit system as sound and seismic waves. An alternate consideration is presented by Zimanowski (1998) who suggests that a phreatomagmatic explosion caused by a near surface interaction between ground-water and magmatic melt may trigger a seismic low-frequency event. A phreatic explosion resulting from the pressurization of a hydrothermal system may have the same effect.

Possible constraints on trigger mechanisms for LP events observed at Shishaldin include that the process must be capable of producing at least one LP event every 0.5 to 5 minutes. The system generates almost exclusively discrete seismic events instead of releasing energy in form of tremor. The later was dominant during the 1999 eruption, but has been rarely observed since late 1999. The trigger mechanism must be capable of generated events that exhibit varying amplitudes, at a relatively constant rate. The similarity of waveforms within certain clusters of repeating events requires a source mechanism stationary within only a few hundreds of meters (1/4 of a wavelength); the source is acting repeatedly and, therefore, is non-destructive. The lack of VT events indicates that the conduit represents an open system through which gas can constantly escape without causing brittle failure of surrounding volcanic rocks. The system
produced a puffing volcanic plume, even during 1997 and 1998 (P. Stelling, personal communication, 2004) when Shishaldin was seismically quiet.

All of the source models described in the above paragraph may satisfy these criteria. The last condition is the most complex one, because it requires an explanation of how the system transferred from gas release without major seismic activity to gas release accompanied by LP events. A possible scenario may be that during 1997 and 1998 the volcanic system was degassing in the form of free gas bubble nucleation, also called a “soda bottle” system and described by Ripepe and Gordeev (1999) and Hellweg (2000). The amount of gas released from the magma through the conduit may have been too small to form seismic signals large enough to be recorded. During the 1999 eruption the conduit system may have been modified. Since then the gas released from the magma column at greater depths in the volcanic system, has to pass obstacles in the conduit such as fallback deposits. In late 1999 the system recovered from the eruption and pressurized again. The velocity of the gas flow increased within the narrowed conduit and past the obstacle produces turbulent flow features, similar to the eddies described by Hellweg (2000). However, these are assumptions solely based on the criteria for possible source models described above; the underlying processes causing Shishaldin’s LP events are still poorly understood and remain a matter of future work. A denser seismic network is needed to get more precise locations in order to constrain allowable source models.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

The continuous high level of LP seismicity beneath Shishaldin’s summit has only been observed starting in late 1999, which suggests that the 1999 eruption itself and/or
the associated M\text{L}5.2 earthquake changed the nature of the conduit system and started a new regime of seismic activity at Shishaldin. The overall increase in seismicity since July 2001 may indicate another regime. The potential \(\sim3\) cm shallow inflation northwest of the cone based on InSAR data described by Mann (2002) occurred anytime between October 2000 and July 2001. The inflation is unconfirmed due to the lack of additional data, but assuming the InSAR signal truly results from the volcano, the inflation may have preceded the change in seismic activity. Magma accumulation is a likely source for inflation. However, since late 1999, the nature of seismic activity has changed through time via the evolution of systematic differences in event waveforms (Petersen et al., 2002). Time periods of a few days to several months during which repeating LP events accumulate have been observed. The event appearance varying between different temporal clusters of repeating events probably reflects subtle differences in locations and processes. The event sizes vary over time, but the rates remain roughly constant. The processes causing the variation in event sizes may be related to changes in gas and/or heat flux. The LP source is located within the conduit system; the source processes involving fluid and gas are still poorly understood. However, the conduit system is capable of releasing a large amount of seismic energy without significant stress changes or explosive eruptions. As indicated by the lack of VT events, it represents an open system allowing the release of gas and energy without the opening of new cracks. The level of degassing seems to vary somewhat but is steady enough to produce the almost continuous high background level of LP events observed at Shishaldin. Because the system is open, the high level of seismicity may not indicate a hazardous state. Persistent tremor combined with thermal anomalies in the satellite imagery would indicate rapid
degassing with an increased gas flux and a heat source that has moved to shallow parts of
the volcano. In any case, sealing of the conduit leading to an extreme increase in gas
pressure would be a major concern. Therefore, an abrupt decease of LP seismicity
suggesting a sealed system or the occurrence of volcanic tremor together with thermal
anomalies would raise the alert level for a possible eruption. In fact, in May 2004, AVO
went up to Level of Concern Color Code yellow for Shishaldin, because of continuous
tremor and thermal anomalies observed in the satellite data.

Shishaldin is unusual among volcanoes in its long-lasting high level of LP
seismicity without preceding or accompanying eruptive activity. For example, at
Popocatepetl Volcano, a high rate of LP seismicity lasted from 1994 to 2000 (Arciniega-
Ceballos et al., 2003), but it accompanied eruptive activity including explosions with ash
plume heights of up to 12 km and lava dome growth. At Unzen Volcano, a maximum of
~110 summit earthquakes (M ≥ 0) per day were observed during the initial phase of the
vigorous endogenous growth of the lava dome (November 1993 – January 1994) (Nakada
et al., 1999). A swarm of more than 4000 LP events directly preceded the 1989-1990
eruption of Redoubt Volcano, but only lasted for 23 hours (Power et al., 1994; Benoit and
McNutt, 1996). Benoit and McNutt (1996) studied 136 earthquake swarm durations that
are not associated with eruptive activity. The mean duration for these swarms is 3.5 days
and only 3 of these swarms had durations exceeding 1 year: Rabaul exhibited a swarm of
shallow VT earthquakes that lasted 630 days and was accompanied by a caldera floor
uplift of 10 cm/year; at Adagdak, a swarm of VT events located at ~5 km depth lasted
865 days; and at Long-Valley, a migrating swarm of VT events lasted 570 days (Benoit
and McNutt, 1996). Usu Volcano presented a swarm of similar duration as Shishaldin.
The swarm lasted 4 years and 7 months, but Usu’s strongest activity accompanied the eruption and included mostly VT earthquakes (Okada et al., 1981; Benoit and McNutt, 1996). On Montserrat, LP events usually occur in swarms starting at a rate of about one event every 1-2 minutes, but the events occasionally merge into tremor and the swarms last only for a few hours to several days (Neuberg et al., 2000). Thus, the conjunction between a high rate of LP seismicity, extended swarm duration, lack of VT events beneath the summit area and absence of volcanic tremor and eruptive activity is a rarely observed occurrence. This behavior at Shishaldin stands out from other volcanoes anywhere in the world.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: a) Section of helicorder record showing 8 hours of data recorded at station SSLN on November 21, 2002. Tick marks represent 1-minute intervals. A low-frequency event occurs every 1 to 2 minutes. Event amplitudes decrease in the middle of the section, but the number of events remains high. A detailed count of all events in the 8-hour section with signal-to-noise ratio $\geq 2$ results in 160 events before and 138 after the decrease in amplitudes. b) Example of pseudohelicorder plot showing 24 hours of continuous data (December 3, 2001; station SSLS, vertical component). The data have been bandpass filtered between 0.8-5 Hz to reduce noise. In order to be included in the pseudohelicorder counts, the event has to be a local earthquake and the maximum amplitude has to contact the two adjacent lines. The threshold values is equivalent to local magnitude $\sim 1.0$. Earthquakes are considered as being local if the P- and S-wave arrivals are not clearly distinguishable from each other on the pseudohelicorder plots; ambiguous events are resolved using helicorder records, which have higher resolution. Circles mark the 5 events included in the pseudohelicorder counts for that day.

Figure 2: a) Map of Unimak Island, easternmost island in the Aleutian Arc, Alaska. False Pass and Cold Bay are the nearest population centers to Shishaldin Volcano. Roundtop and Isanotski volcanoes block the view from False Pass to Shishaldin, but the volcano is visible from Cold Bay. b) Seismic network around Shishaldin and Isanotski volcanoes. The locations of the six short-period seismometers are marked by triangles. All stations are vertical, short-period (L-4C, 1 Hz) seismometers, except SSLS, which is a three-component L-22 with natural frequency of
2 Hz. The distances of the stations to the summit are listed below. The pressure sensor is co-located with station SSLN. The area where the $M_L$ 5.2 earthquake and its aftershock sequence are located is indicated by a star. Another cluster area for VT events is located southeast of Isanotski off of Cape Lazaref.

Figure 3: a) A volcanic plume is typically emitted as discrete puffs of gas from the summit crater of the 2857 m high stratovolcano Shishaldin. Photo shows the upper 500 m of the volcano. b) Shishaldin’s summit crater, ~100 m in diameter. The crater walls steeply slope towards the ~60 m wide vent. Isanotski and Round Top volcanoes are visible in the background. View from the west. Photos taken by Tanja Petersen, July 2003.

Figure 4: Seismograms and normalized power spectra for earthquake types commonly seen at Shishaldin. Each spectrum is obtained from a window enclosing the signal. a) LP event recorded at station SSLN. LP events belong to the most common type of earthquakes seen at Shishaldin. The spectrum exhibits a dominant spectral peak at 1.6 Hz. b) Coupled event recorded at station SSLN. Note that the low-frequency part of the waveforms is similar to event a). The preceding higher frequency (4-7 Hz) portion is the distinctive characteristic for the coupled events observed at Shishaldin. c) Explosion event recorded on station SSLW at 10.1 km from the summit. The airwave also arrived at station SSLS and SSLN, but there the acoustic signal coupled less strongly into the ground. The initial part of the waveform is low-frequency, while the airwave has dominant frequencies between 5-7 Hz.
Figure 5: Filtered digital (“pseudohelicorder”) daily counts for Shishaldin plotted from May 1998 through April 2004. The interval between two tick marks on the time axis (top) represents one month. The vertical bars show the number of events per day included in the counts. Negative values indicate days for which no counts are available due to wind noise. The horizontal bars at the top mark time periods during which explosion events and coupled events occurred (see text). The M<sub>L</sub> 5.2 earthquake in March 1999 and Shishaldin's most recent eruption in April-May 1999 are labeled. A small swarm of VT events at shallow depths beneath the summit region occurred February 6-7, 2000 (2 days after 176 events were included in the counts). InSAR data from October 2000 to July 2001 show a potential ~3 cm shallow inflation at the northwest flank of Shishaldin. Tremor bursts and a DLP event were recorded in May 2002.

Figure 6: Detailed helicorder counts for 7 different days plotted as frequency-magnitude distributions. The “estimated magnitude” for unlocatable low-frequency events has been calculated relative to located events using Richter’s local magnitude scale and assuming that all low-frequency events originate in the summit region. The total number of events per day (n) is listed in the legend. Note that when the number of large events increases, the number of small events does not change significantly.

Figure 7: Example of repeating events at Shishaldin. LP events recorded at station SSLN on January 5, 2002. The cluster was extracted by cross-correlation. The
spectral-coherence values for these events are ≥ 0.9. The upper part of the plot shows a stack of all events in the lower part. The waveform similarity between the events is also seen on other stations.

Figure 8: Epicenters for LP and coupled events at Shishaldin since 1997 (Dixon et al., 2003). The vast majority originates beneath Shishaldin's summit (white cross) at depths of 0-3 km. The vertical and horizontal errors are 1-2 km. Magnitudes vary between 0.4 and 1.8. Epicentral locations (star) and error ellipsoids (68 % confidence) for stacked repeating events from 3 January 2002 and 20 November 2002 are marked.

Figure 9: Illustration of how the depth of explosion events can be estimated by using the time difference (Δt=26.06 sec) between P-wave arrival (t_p) and airwave arrival (t_a) measured for earthquakes with a ground-coupled airwave phase recorded at station SSLW.
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a) [Image of a chart showing a 1 minute interval for calibration pulses.]

b) [Image of a chart labeled "SSLS SHZ" with timestamps and calibration pulses marked by vertical lines.]
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Assumptions: airwave from summit to station and seismic wave travel the same distance $x = 10.06$ km

$v = 2.0$ km/sec P–wave velocity
$c = 0.331$ km/sec Acoustic velocity

$t_{a_1} - t_{a_2} = t_a$
$t_a - t_p = \Delta t = 26.06$ sec $= z/c + x/c - x/v$

$=> z = c (\Delta t - [1/c - 1/v] x)$